This paper proposed a new family of Non-standard finite difference schemes for the Logistic equations. The technique of non-local approximation and renormalization of the denominator function was employed. The new schemes were found to possess desirable stability properties and also preserve all the monotonic properties of the logistic equations.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis has been the most dominant part of mathematics and differential equation is the heart of analysis. A differential equation is the natural goal of elementary calculus and the most important part of mathematics for understanding the physical sciences.
However a lot of differential equations in the models, physical/real life situations does not possess analytic solutions or cannot be solved by a straight forward formula. This calls for numerical approximations. Numerical methods have gained more performance since the advent of computers. Softwares have been developed to simulate numerical experiment with expected real life situation.
Non-standard numerical methods were introduced by Mickens (1994) as a viable tool that provides approximate solution to differential equations and retain the qualitative properties of the equation. In Mickens (1994 Mickens ( , 2000 , valuable reasons for numerical instabilities were given in some particular investigated cases. The preservation of the qualitative properties of the considered differential equation with respect to these schemes is of great interest in finite difference methods of solving differential equations. The major consequence of this result is that such scheme does not allow numerical instabilities to occur. He proposed a new method of construction of discrete models whose solution have the same qualitative properties as that of the corresponding differential equations for all step-sizes and thus eliminate the elementary numerical instabilities that can arise.
The general form of the Logistic equation can be represented by the expression below:
Equation (1) 
Harvesting when <0 and restocking when > 0.The term is the proportional harvesting model while is referred to as the inhibition or competition term and is the reproduction / natural growth rate model of the specie. However, if we consider the population dynamics of a fairly exclusive eco-system i.e induced and external impacts like harvesting, restocking etc are not allowed or inexistence then the general form of logistic equation can be represented in the form: , 
This paper therefore proposes non-standard finite difference schemes that preserve the above qualitative properties.
Some New Qualitatively Stable Non-Standard Finite Difference Schemes (NSFDS):
The following Non-standard discretization and denominator functions for the dimensionless logistic equation had earlier been considered by for the dimensionless equation and used for initial values close to the fixed points (0 and 1). The said scheme was also considered by Anguelov and Lubuma (2003) for analysis of P-stable Finite difference schemes but the renormalized denominator functions were not considered. In this work we will be considering higher initial values and longer interval of integration and positive solution only. We have also introduced new denominator functions that satisfy the rule 2 of the non-standard modeling rules (see Mickens (1994) ).
We shall consider the Non-standard finite difference scheme for any dimensionless equation
Hence, we have Non-standard schemes
Scheme S8
New NSFDS for the harvesting model of the logistic equation.
The derivation of the discretization functions are discussed here. From the initial value problem -C, ( ) .
Consider the following convex approximation to the non-linear term as given below
Using (7), (16) and (17), we have
Note that if we apply a nonlocal approximation of ( ) Then, the scheme becomes
Applying 
The analytic solution is (24) Using the renormalized denominator functions in equation (23) 
Example 2
Consider the harvesting model -4, ( )
With analytic solution
) ( ) (30) Using (21) and (22), one obtains the following schemes 
Analytic solution for the model -4, ( )
,
, ( (2003)). Assume that the solution of equation (35) satisfy some property , then the numerical scheme (37) is called qualitatively stable with respect to property or -stable, if for every value h ˃ 0 the set of solutions of (37) satisfies . Definition 2: (Anguelov and Lubuma (2003)) A set G(ῼ) of real-valued functions defined on a subset ῼ of [t 0 ,∞) monotonically depend on the initial value at t 0 if for every two functions y, z Є G(ῼ) we have y(t 0 ) ≤ z(t 0 ) ⇒ y(t) ≤ z(t), t Є ῼ . Definition 3: (Anguelov and Lubuma (2003)) The finite difference scheme (37) is stable with respect to the property of monotonicity of solutions if for every y 0 Єℝ the solution y k of (37) is an increasing or a decreasing sequence according as the y(t) of equation (35) (2003)).
Assume that the difference scheme (37) is stable with respect to monotone dependence on initial value. Assume also that for every the equations ( ) and ( ) (39) in y have the same roots considered their multiplicity. Then the difference scheme (37) is stable with respect to monotonicity of solutions. Theorem 3 : (Anguelov and Lubuma (2003)). Under the assumptions of theorem 2, the difference scheme (37) is elementary stable.
In this research work we shall apply theorem 1-3 to determine and use the parameters for which the nonstandard schemes developed for the logistic equations are stable . 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It will be observed that the solution curves of the new schemes did not intersect. This confirms the three stability properties of (elementary stability, stability with respect to monotonicity of solution and stability with respect to monotone dependence on initial value). We have chosen the parameters a, b, and for which the corresponding schemes become qualitatively stable after a series of numerical experiments. We particularly used Anguelov and Lubuma (2003)'s theorem on qualitative stability and test other various values of these parameters. It must be noted that the error of approximation depends more on these parameters , there is no particularly best way of choosing these parameters, the choices becomes an art and it can be made in such a way that they can be better than each other depending on experience and familiarity with the equation under consideration. For example we have found out that the best renormalized denominator function for logistic schemes is ( ) from our experience. Here we can select our parameters carefully enough to have a qualitatively stable scheme and also the least error of approximation (see figures 1-9 for ES1, ES5, EC1, EC5, ED1, ED5). However, it is useful to note here that it is sufficient to select these parameters based on the theorem of Anguelov and Lubuma (2003) to obtain schemes that possess the three stability properties. In this work, we are interested in schemes that preserve the qualitative properties of the original equation.
